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The Complexity of Skewlinear Tuple Languages 
and o-Regular Languages* 
~,TERNER KUICH 
IBM Laboratory Vienna 
Skewlinear tuple grammars are introduced as generalization of even linear 
and h-linear context-free grammars. The family of skewlinear tuple languages 
coincides with the family of languages generated by o-regular expressions. 
Many questions which are unsolvable for context-free languages and hence 
for tuple languages are solvable for skewlinear tuple languages. 
Every skewlinear tuple language can be recognized by a deterministic 
one-tape Turing machine of time complexity T(r)  = r ~ and by a deterministic 
one-tape Turing machine with two-way input tape of tape complexity 
L(r) = log r. 
1. SKEWLINEAR TUPLE LANGUAGES AND o-REGULAR LANGUAGES 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions concerning 
formal grammars and languages as stated in Maurer (1969) or Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969). Additional definitions will be given whenever needed. 
Throughout he whole paper, 27 denotes a fixed alphabet of terminal 
symbols. For m >~ 1, let 
27~ = (Z U {e}) X "'" X (Z k) {e}) (m times), 
Let/£i : 27m* -~ 27* be the homomorphism defined by 
m((x~ ..... x~))  = x~, (x~ ..... x,~) ~ r~.  
The mapping/£ : Z~,* ---> 27* is defined by/£(z) =/£1(%) " ' "  /£m(%), % ff z~,n¢ >~. 
Tuple grammars and tuple languages were introduced by Maurer and 
Kuich (1970) and are defined as follows: 
An m-tuple grammar G is a 5-tuple G = (m, q), 27Z~, 1), S), such that 
*Presented at the Conference on "Formale Sprachen," Oberwolfach, Germany, 
September 1970. 
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Ga -~ (¢, 27~, P, S) is a context-free grammar. The grammar G a is called 
the context-free grammar associated with the m-tuple grammar G. 
The language L(G) generated by G is defined by 
L(G) = {/x(z) ] z eL(G~)} = Ix(L(Ga)). 
L(G) is called an m-tuple language. A set of words is called a tuple language if 
for some m >~ 1 it is generated by an m-tuple grammar. 
An m-tuple grammar G is called unambiguous if (i) Go is unambiguous, 
and (ii) the mapping/x restricted to tz : L(G~) --~L(G) is one-to-one. Otherwise, 
G is called ambiguous. An m-tuple language L is called inherently ambiguous, 
if every m-tuple grammar generating L is ambiguous. Otherwise, L is called 
unambiguous. 
An m-tuple grammar G is called reduced and linear, if G~ is reduced and 
linear, respectively. 
A (2n + 1)-tuple grammar, (n >~ 1), G = (2n + 1, q~, 27, P, S~) is called 
skewlinear with parameters (a 1 ,..., an, bl ..... bn, Z) if 
(i) ax ,..., an are positive integers, m = ~2~1 ai ; 
(ii) b a .... ,bnz{- -1 ,1 ) ;  
(iii) Z is a set of partitions containing for each s, (0 ~ s < m), exactly 
one partition s = s 1 + "" + s~+l, si nonnegative integers (1 ~< i ~< n + 1). 
(iv) All productions in P have the following form: 
(a) St ~ uS~v, uv ~ Z+n+l , where 
~,+~(~) = ~,+l(V) = ~ (0 ~< i < n), 
and 
and 
t/z2i(u)] --~ ai, tz~i(v) = E, if b i = I, 
/x2,(u ) = ~, [ ~z,(v)] = ai, if b, = --1 
(b) S t -+ u, u ~ 27~*n+1, where 
]/x2i+l(u)l = si+l (0 ~< i <~ n), 
I~i(u) = e, (1 ~ i ~ n), 
(1 ~i~n) .  
I a(u) l  = st + "" + sn+l e z .  
We denote the family of all skewlinear (2n + 1)-tuple grammars with 
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parameters (a 1 ,..., am, bl ,..., bn, Z) by fg(a 1 .... , an, bl,..., b~, Z). We 
denote the family of all languages generated by a grammar G ~ N(a 1 ,..., a s , 
b 1 .... ,b~,Z)  by~q~(al,. . . ,a~,b~ .... ,b~,Z) .  
EXAMPLE l. Let G ~ (7, 4~, Z, P, $I) be the following skewlinear tuple 
grammar with parameters (1, 1, 2, 1, --1, 1, Z), where 
l~ =0+0+0+0,  
Z= Oq- l@l+O,  
= {s~,  &,  &) ,  
1=0+1+0+0,  t 
3=1+1+1+0t  
2={a,b ,c ,~e, f} ,  
and 
P = {Sl 
s l  
S~ 
$2 
& 
& 
-+ (e, a, E, E, e, bc, E) $2(~, E, e, d, e, e, e), 
(~, a, ~, ~, ~, b, ~)(~, ~, ~, ~, ~, c, ~) &(~, ~, ~, d, ~, ~, ~) 
(~, b, ~, ~, ~, ac, ~) S&,  ~, ~, ,7, ~, ~, ~) 
--~ (e, e, e, ~, e, e, ~) 
(,, b, ,, ,, ~, a~, ,) S&,  ,, ,, b, ,, ,, ,) 
-- ,  (~, ~, f, ~, ~, ~, ,). 
The associated grammar G~ generates the language L(G~) over the alphabet 
2,'7, where 
L(aa)  = {(~, a, ~, ~, ~, bc, ~)(~, b, ~, ~, ~, ac, ~)~(~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~) 
(~, ~, ~, a, ~, ~, ~)r(~, ~, ~, d, ~, ~, ~) l r  >~ 0) 
u {(~, ~, ~, ~, ~, b, ~)(~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~)(~, b, ~, ~, ~, ~c, ~)~ 
(~, ~,.f, ~, ~, ~, ~)(,, ,, ~, b, ~, ~, ~)% ~, ~, d, ~, ,, ~) l r  ~> 0}. 
Hence 
L(G)  =- Ix(L(G~)) = {abrea~debc(ac)~ l r >~ O) 
t9 (abrfb~dbc(ac) ~ ] r >~ 0}. 
Obviously, the skewlinear tuple grammars are a generalization of the even 
linear and k-linear context-free grammars, and the family ~(a l ,  a2,1, - -  1, Z), 
with a l ,  a 2 relatively prime and Z = {s = 0 @ s + 0 [ 0 -~ s ~ a 1 -~- a2}, 
coincides with the family of k-regular events, k = ax/a 2 [see Amar and 
Putzolu (1964, 1965)]. 
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In the sequel, G will denote a tuple grammar 
G = (2n + 1, q), S, P, S~) ~ ~(al ,..., a~, b~ ,..., b~, Z), 
(a~ ,..., a~, b~ ,..., b~, Z) arbitrary but fixed, unless otherwise specified. 
LEMMA 1. The word  w =- p lx l l  "" x~pz  "" p~x~ . "  x~p~+~ , where  
Iw[ =k'm + s, s=s~ + "" + s~+~ ~Z,  IP~] =s~ (1 <~ i <~ n + 1), is in 
L (G) ,  G ~ (#(ax .... , a~ , b~ ,..., b~ , Z ) ,  i f f  there exists in Ga a der ivat ion 
S 1 ~ WlSi lVl  :>- WlW2giv2v 1 ~ . . .  
w~ "" w~Si  v ~ "'" v~ ~ Wl "'" w~C[v~ "'" v~ , 
where 
/z2~+~(q) = P~+I, (0 <~ i ~< n), /x2,(q ) = E, (1 ~ i ~< n), 
ixe,(w~) ~ x~i , tx2,(vj) = e, if b i = 1, 
/x2~-(% ) = e, /%.(%) = x/c_,+l.~, if b~ = --1 (1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~<j ~< h). 
Pro@ 
hence 
(1) If there exists a derivation S 1 g> w 1 "" weqv~ "" v l  , then 
ix(w1 ... wkqv  k " .  v l)  ~L(G); 
p~l(Wl "" wkqvk  "" Vl) ""  IX2~+I(Wl "" wkqvk  ""  Vl) ~ L (G) .  
Since G is skewlinear, 
~(q)  =~,  ( l~<i~<n) ,  
t ze i+ l (Wl" 'w/cqvk ' "V l )  = /xZi+l(q), C 0 ~ i ~ n) 
/j,2i@01 ""  wkqvL. " "V l )  = /£21(Wl "'" W/c), if bi ---- 1, 
t~(wl  . "  w~qv~ "" v l )  = t~2~(ve "'" vl) ,  if b~ = --1(1 ~< i ~< n). 
Hence, 
t~(w~ "'" w~qv/c ""v~) 
= ~(q)  ~,~(w0 "'" ~(w~)  ~(v~)  -" ~(v~)  "-" ~_~(q)  ~. (w~)  
• .- ~(w~) . t ,~(v~)  ... ~ , (v~)  t~,+~(q)  
= p lx l l  ... x~lp~ ""p~x l~ "'" x~p~+l  ~L(G) .  
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(2) The word w is in L(G). Then there exists a derivation 
S 1 ~ WlS i lv  1 ~ . ,"  ~ w 1 ' "  w~lS ik lv~l  . "  73 1 ~ w I " .  wk lqvte  I " '  v I in G~, 
such that ?(w i "" w~xqve~ "" vi) ~ w. Since 1 ~(w~v31 = m (1 ~< i ~< k~), and 
[/~(q)] = t for some t with 0 ~ t < m, [ ~(w i "" wl~flvk~ "'" vl)[ = kim + t = 
Iw]  ~k 'm@s.  Hencek  l~k , t~s .  
The rest of the proof is analogous to (1). 
Intuitively, if w eL(G),  the knowledge of w implies the length of the 
derivation of v in G~,/~(v) = w, and the form of the productions which were 
applied in each step of the derivation, i.e., whether it was a production of 
the form Sz-+ uS~v with known words /~(u), /z~(v) (1 ~ i ~ 2n + 1), or 
of the form S~ -+ u with known words/~,(u) (1 ~< i ~< 2n + 1). 
We associate with each skewlinear tuple grammar G a right-linear context- 
free grammar G,.. 
Let G = (2n + 1, q~, 2:, P, S~) e N(a 1,..., a~, ba,..., b~, Z). Let A = 
A(ai  ,..., a~) and B = B(Z)  be the following alphabets: 
~/- -  {(wl ,..., w~) I w, E z+, I ~ I = .~, 0 ~< i ~< n)}; 
B = {(ql ..... qn+l) I qi E ~*, [ q~ I = si,  (1 ~< i ~ n + 1), 
s = s~ ÷ "- + s~+l e Z, s > 0}. 
Then, Gr ---- (q~, A tA B, Pr , Si) is the following context-free grammar: 
(a) S~ --~ (wa, wz ..... w~) S,- e P,. iff S~ --~ uSav e P, where t~z~(uv) = w,,  
(1 ~i~n) ;  
(b) S, --~ (ql .... , q,+a) e P~ iff S,~ -+ u e P, where /x~i+~(u) = q~+i, 
(0 ~< i ~ n), u e 1+~+1 ; 
S, --+ ¢ e Pr iff S¢ --+ e e P. 
Obviously, L(G,r) C_ A*  ~ A*B  and it is possible to associate with each 
derivation in G~ a derivation in G~. 
LEMMA 2. Let G e fY(a i .... , a~, b i ..... b~, Z). Then there exists a one- 
to-one mapping h from L(G) onto L(G~.). 
Proof. (1) Let w = Pixii "" xklP2 ""p~xi~ "'" xk~P~+l eL(G) ,  where 
rw[=h 'm+s,  s=s l+"+s~+ieZ,  IP i ]=s i ,  ( l~ i~n+l ) ,  
]xj~[ =a~, (1  <~i<~n, 1 <~j~h) .  
Let w j i=x j~ if b~.=l ,  and ws~--x~_,+i, i if b i=- - I  (1 ~ i~n,  
1 <j<~k).  
Let w ,=(w,1  .... ,ws~ ), (1 ~ j~k) ,  and q=(p l , . . . ,pn+l )  if s>0,  
q=e i f s=0.  
Then we define h(w) = w i ". wkq e A*  w A*B.  
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(2) By (1), each word w EL(G)  is decomposed uniquely. Hence h is 
a mapping 
We show that h maps L(G)  one-to-one onto L(G~). 
Since w ~ L (G) ,  there exists in G~ a derivation 
$ I  ~ u lS i~v l  ~ "'" ~ u l  "'" ukS i~vk  "'" v l  
u 1 "'" ukqv~ "" v~ with #(u~ "'" u~qv~ "'" v~) = w. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, 
t~,+~(q) = P,+~, (0 ~ i ~< n), /z2,(q ) = E, (1 ~ i ~< n), 
t~2~(uj) = xj~, t~z,(%-) = • if b~ = 1 
iLt2i(/~j) = E, /~¢2~(g)j) = X/c_j+i, i i f  b~ = --1 (1 <~ i ~ n, 1 <~j <. k). 
The following derivation in G~ corresponds to this derivation: 
where 
and 
Sa ~ zv~Si, ~ "'" ~ wl  "-  wkSi~ ~ w lw ~ ... wkq ,
q = (/xl(q),... , ¢Zzn+l(q)) if /~(q) V~ 
q=E if /z(q) =E.  
Hence h(w) = w 1 "'" wl¢ q ~L(G, r ) .  
There exists, vice versa, at least one derivation of a word w ~ L (G)  to the 
derivation of an arbitrary word v ~ L(G~) such that h(w) = v. I f  h(wa) = 
h(w2), then w I = w2, since h(wl)  = h(w2) is element of the free monoid 
(A v B)*. 
A skewlinear tuple grammar G = (2n + 1, ~b, 27, P, $1) ~ ~(a  I , . . . ,  an,  
b~ ,..., bn, Z) is called deterministic, if 
(i) G is reduced, 
(ii) St  -+ u lS i lV l  , S t  -+ u2Sqv~ ~ P with /zi(ulvl) = tzi(uuve), 
(1 ~< i ~ 2n + 1) and S~ -+ ql, St --~ q~ ~ P with/zi(ql ) =/zi(qe), (1 ~< i ~< 
2n + 1) imply, that Six = Si2 , u 1 = uu , v 1 = v~ and ql = qz, respectively. 
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A right-linear context-free grammar G, = (qs, Z, Pr ,  $1) is called deter- 
ministic, if 
(i) G, is reduced 
(ii) Sz -+ wlSi~ , S~ -+ wlS~ ~ e Pr imply S i t  = S i2  . 
LEMMA 3. Every deterministic skewlinear tuple grammar G ~ (Y(al ,... , a n , 
b 1 ,..., b~, Z)  is unambiguous. 
Proof. Let w eL(G).  Let 
3 1 ::~ U l lSz lv11  ~ . . .  ~ U l l  . . .  Ulk lZ ik lV l l c l  ' '"  Vl l  ::~ U l l  - "  Ulk lqlV17¢l  "-" V l l  , 
and 
$1 ~ u21S j tv21  z2> . . .  ::::N u21 . . .  u2kS j lc2V2k 2 ' ' .  V21 =:~ 1/21 " ' "  U21c~q2v2k2 " ' "  7321 
be two derivations in G~ with 
W ---~ f i (U l l  " ' "  U lk lq lV lk  1 " ' "  V l l  ) : f i (U21 " "  U2k2q2V2k 2 " ' "  V21 ).  
Lemma 1 implies k 1 = k2, /zi(UljVlj ) = //.z(U2)V2~), /3.i(ql ) = ~z(q2) 
(1 ~i  ~ 2n q- 1,1 ~ j  ~h l ) .  
Since G is deterministic, Siz = S~,  (1 ~ l ~ k), ul, = u2~ , vl~ = v2~ ,
(1 ~ l ~ h), and ql = q~. Hence Un""  ulkfllVl~ 1"'" v11= u21"'" u2~q2v2k2""v21, 
and G~ is unambiguous and the mapping/~ :L(G,) --+L(G) is one-to-one. 
THEOREM 1. Let G E ~(a I ..... a n , b 1 ,..., b~ , Z). Then there exists 
H E (Y(a 1 .... , a~, b I ..... b~, Z)  such that H is deterministic and L(H)  : L(G). 
Proof. Given G, we construct Gr and find easily a deterministic right- 
linear context-free grammar Hr : (¢, A td  B, P~., $1) such that L(Hr) -~ 
L(Gr). Now we construct a tuple grammar H = (2n + 1, ~b, 27, P, Sx) 
~(al  ,..., an, bl ,..., bn, Z) such that Hr corresponds to H and card P 
card P , .  Clearly, H is deterministic. 
EXAMPLE 2. The tuple grammar G, given in Example 1, is not deter- 
ministic, since the first two productions violate the definition. Theorem 1 
yields a deterministic tuple grammar H with L(H)  = L(G): 
H : (7, ¢1, S, P1,81) ,  
where  
41 = {$1, S2, Sa, Sa} , 27 = {a, b, c, d, e, f} 
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and 
P = {s l  ~ (~, a, ~, ~, ~, bc, ~) 
& ~ (~, b, ~, ~, ~, a~, ~) 
&-+ (~, b, ~, ~, ~, ac, ~) 
S4--~(e,E,e,e,e,e,e ), 
& ~ (~, b, ~, ~, ~, ac, ~) 
&~(~,  ~,e, ~, e, ~, ~) 
&(~, ~, ~, a, ~, ~, ~), 
$2(~ , e, e, a, E, e, E), 
&(~, ~, ~, b, ~, ~, ~) 
S~ ~ (~, ~,f, ~, ~, ~, ~) 
S~(¢, E, e, a, e, e, e) 
&-~ (~, b, ~, ~, ~, ac, ~) &(~, ~, ~, b, ~, ~, ~) 
& -~ (~, ~,f, ~, ~, ~, ~, )) 
COROLLARY 1. Let  G ~ fY(a 1 ,..., a n , b 1 .... , b n , Z).  Then there exists 
H ~ f~(al,... ,  a~,  61 .... , bn,  Z)  such that H is  unambiguous andL(H)  = L(G).  
COROLLARY 2. There do not exist inherently ambiguous skewlinear tuple 
languages. 
COROLLARY 3. I t  is solvable, whether G ~ fY(a 1 .... , a n , b 1 .... , bn,  Z)  is 
ambiguous. 
Kuicb (1970) and Kuich and Maurer (1970) have defined the structure 
generating function of context-free languages and tuple languages. 
Since each L c ~°(a 1..... an, bl ,..., bn, Z) is an unambiguous (2n + 1)- 
tuple language, Theorem 2 of Kuich and Maurer (1970) allows the following 
Corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4. Let  L ~ ~Z~(at .... , an ,  bl ,..., b~ , Z).  Then L has a rational 
structure generating function. 
COROLLARY 5. A language that has an irrational structure generating 
function cannot be a member of  oW(a 1 ..... a~ , b 1 ..... b~ , Z )  for  any parameters. 
By Kuich (1970) the context-free language L(G), where G = ({S}, 
{a, b}, P, S) is a context-free grammar and P = {S- -~ aSS ,  S--+ b}, has 
an irrational structure generating function. Hence no skewlinear tuple 
grammar can generate L(G). 
Schnorr (1967) has introduced o-regular expressions and has considered 
the languages that are generated by o(a 1 ..... a~ , b 1 .... , b n , Z)-regular expres- 
sions. It  is easily seen that the family of languages generated by o(a 1 ,..., a~,  
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b i ,.., b n , Z)-regular expressions coincides with the family ~(a i ,  .. , am, 
bi ,... , bn, Z). 
THEOREM 2. Every L • ~cr°(a i . . . .  , an ,  b l  . . . .  , bn, Z) can  be generated by 
an o(a i ,..., an, b i .... , b,~, Z)-regular expression. Every language L, which is 
generated by an o(a i ,..., an, bi ,..., bn , Z)-regular expression is a member of 
~z°(ai .... , an, b i ..... bn, Z). 
Proof. The proof depends on the equality of the mapping h of Lemma 2 
and the mapping (restricted to L(G)) of Theorem 3.3 of Sehnorr (1967). 
The following corollary is implied by Schnorr (1967) and Theorem 2. 
COROLLAI~Y 6. ~a(a i ..... an, bi ,..., b,~, Z) forms a Boolean algebra and 
contains allregular languages. It  is solvableforL1, L 2 • 5¢(a i .... , an, b I .... , bn, Z), 
whether L 1 C Lz . 
2. THE COMPLEXITY OF SKEWLINEAR TUPLE LANGUAGES 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and tech- 
niques concerning Turing machines and their time- and tape complexity, 
as stated in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
The tape complexity of skewlinear tuple languages is considered with 
respect o deterministic one-tape Turing machines with read only two-way 
input tape [Hopcroft and Ullman (1969), p. 136, Fig. 10.1]. 
The time complexity of skewlinear tuple languages is considered with 
respect to deterministic one-tape Turing machines [Hopcroft and Ullman 
(1969), p. 136, Fig. I0.2]. 
THEOREM 3. Every language L e~(a i  ,..., an, bi ,..., bn, Z) can be 
recognized by a deterministic one-tape Turing machine with tow-way input tape 
of tape complexity L(r ) = log r. 
Proof. We may assume, by Theorem 1, that L is generated by a deter- 
ministic tuple grammar G e fq(ai .... , an, bi .... , bn, Z). Let the word w e 27* 
be written on the input tape with I w [ ~ r. Let the i-th (1 ~< i ~ r) symbol 
of w be written on the input tape cell with number i. 
Let A be a tape cell or a block of tape cells. I f  A holds the word v, then 
we denote this by (A)  = v. I f  (A> ~ k, k a positive integer, and if the input 
tape cell with number k holds the symbol x, then we denote this by ((A)) ~ x. 
I f  a word v is to be written on the tape cells of A, we denote this by A : = v. 
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We now informally describe a Turing machine which recognizes L and 
uses at most Li(r ) = 4(n + 1)[log r] + + n • m + 1 cells of memory, i 
(1) The Li(r ) cells of memory are divided into 4(n q- 1) blocks of 
length [log r]+ one single cell and n blocks of length ai ,  (1 ~ i ~ n), which 
are labelled by R, K, AP(1), EP(1),..., AP(n q-1), EP(n + 1), AX(1), 
EX(1) ..... AX(n), EX(n), V, A(1),..., d(n), respectively. 
Let r=k 'mq-s ,  s=s  i+ ' ' '+sn+i~Z.  Then R :=r ,  K :=k .  
The integers i, (1 ~< i ~< n + 1), are stored in the finite control. Go to (2). 
(2) Let t o = O, ti = 21=i s~, c o = O, c~ = ~,~=1 aj .  
V : :S  1 
I f  s~ >0 then AP(i):=t~._ i+k -c , _  l+  1 
EP(i) :=  t~ + k • c i _  1 . 
I f  k =0 then go to (4). 
I f  k>0 then AX( i ) :=t~q-k 'c i _  i+  1 
EX(i) :=  t i + k • q .  (1 ~i~n)  
Go to (3). 
Informally, the assignments mean the following: The input word is 
decomposed according to Lemma 1. The cells (XP( i ) ) ' "  (EP(i)) hold 
the subword p~ of w(1 ~< i ~< n q- 1), while the cells (dX( i ) )  "" (EX(i)> 
hold the subword xi~ "" xki of w(1 ~< i ~< n). 
(3) I f  (EX(i)) -- (AX(i))  = --1, go to (4) 
I f  (EX(i)) -- (AX(i))  >/0, then 
if b~ = 1 A(i) :=  (~AX(i))) "" ( (AX( i ) )  + a~ -- 1) 
ifb~ = --1 A(i) :=((EX(i))  -- a~ q- 1) " ((EX(i))) (1 ~< i ~< n). 
The Turing machine checks now, in its finite control, whether G has the 
following production: 
S~ -* uS, v,  
where (V)  = St and (A(/)> = 1~2~(uv), (1 ~ i ~ n). 
1 [x]+ stands for the smallest integer ~x. 
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If  there is no such production in G, w~L(G) and the Turing machine haks. 
If there is such a production in G, then 
V:=Sj  
AX( i ) :=(AX( i ) )+a~ if b~= 1 
EX( i ) :=<EX( i ) ) - -a~ if b~ =- -1  (1 ~<i~<n). 
Go to (3). 
Informally, an appropriate production of the grammar to yield in the 
derivation of w the subwords of w stored in A(1) ..... A(n) is looked for. 
I f  (3) is passed through k times, all the productions of the grammar, which 
are necessary to yield in the derivation of w the subwords xl~ "" xkl of 
w(1 ~ i ~ n), are found. 
(4) The Turing machine checks in its finite memory, whether G has 
the following production 
where 
and 
S l --+ u~ 
<v)  = st 
/x2,_l(u ) = ~ if (AP( i ) )  = blank 
/~2~._1(u) = (<AP( i ) ) ) ( (APq))  + 1) "" ((EP(i))) otherwise (1 ~< i ~< n + 1). 
I f  there is no such production in G, w ~ L(G) and the Turing machine haks. 
I f  there is such a production in G, w ~L(G) and the Turing machine halts. 
Informally, a terminating production, which yields in the derivation of w 
the subwords Pl .... , Pn+l of w, is looked for. 
We have to show that the Turing machine recognizes a word w ~ Z* 
iff w ~ L( G). 
(a) Let w~L(G)  and [wl  =k 'm+s,  s=s~ +-"  +s ,+ leg .  Let 
w = plxl l  ... xl~lP2 ""Pnxln "'" xk~P~+l be decomposed according to Lemma 1. 
Since G is deterministic, there exists exactly one derivation in Ga 
81 ~ wl&lvl  ~ "'" ~ wl "'" wToSi~vT: "'" vl 
wl "'" wkqvk "'" vt with / / , (W 1 " ' "  Wkq~)  k "'"  Vl )  = W. 
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By (2) of the above algorithm, 
and 
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(V )  = S, 
if s~ > 0 then ( (AP( i ) ) )  "" ( (EP( i ) ) )  =p, ,  
and 
if k > 0 then ( (AX( i )}} ... ( (EX( i )}} =x~i  "'" xkz (1 ~ i ~ n). 
In (3) the Turing machine in the j - th run (1 ~ j  ~ k) approves of the 
production 
&,_~ --+ w~ai v, (S, = &o) 
in G, where 
#2~(wj) = x , i ,  /xa(v,) = ~ if b i = 1 
t~2~(w~) = ~, t~(%)  = xk- j+l , i  if b i = --1 (1 ~ i ~< n). 
In the k @ 1-st run, (EX( i ) )  - -  (AX( i ) )  = --  1 and the Turing machine 
goes to (4). 
In (4) the Turing machine approves of the production 
&k~q 
in G, where 1~2i+l(q) = P,+I , (0 <~ i <~ n), and finally recognizes w. 
(b) Let the Turing machine recognize w ~ 27* with ] w [ = k • m + s, 
S = S 1 ~-  " '"  ~-  Sn+ 1 E Z .  
By (3) there exist productions 
81 ~ wt&lv~ , &, -+ %+1&,+~%+1, (1 <~y ~< k - 1), 
and by (4) there exists a production Si~ -+ q. 
Hence there exists a derivation 
$1 ~ wl  "'" w~qv~ "" %,  
in Ga, where p~(w 1 "" w~qv~ "" %) = w implying w eL(G) .  
By Theorem 10.1 of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) we can construct a 
deterministic one-tape Turing machine with two-way input tape of tape 
complexity L(r )  = log r, such that this Turing machine accepts L(G) .  
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THEOREM 4. There exists a language L 1 ~ ~(a  1 ,..., a~ , b 1 .... , b~ , Z), 
n >/2, such that L 1 is not recognized by any deterministic one-tape Turing 
machine with two-way input tape of tape complexity L(r), unless 
Proof. Let  
S --+ e} and 
t,~(uv) = x% 
lira infL(r)/log r > O. 
n-~co 
G 1 - -  (2n @ 1, {S), {x, y}, P1, S), where P1 = {S--* uSv, 
~2,(uv) = ya, ,  (2 ~< i ~< n). 
Obviously, L 1 =L(GI )={x3aly j (~-~l) [ j>/0} and L 1 is a nonregular 
deterministic context-free language. By Theorem 6 of Lewis, Hartmanis, and 
Stearns (1965), no deterministic one-tape Turing machine with two-way 
input tape of tape complexity L(r) can recognize a nonregular deterministic 
context-free language, unless lira inf L(r)/log r > O. 
~--~co 
THEOREM 5. Every language L e~g(al , . . . ,a~, bl ,..., b~ , Z) can be 
recognized by a deterministic one-tape Turing machine of time complexity 
T(r) =- r 2. 
Proof. The Turing machine recognizing L behaves imilar to the Turing 
machine described in Theorem 3. The tape is divided into three tracks, 
the first holding the input word w, I w ] = r. The second and third tracks 
are used to mark certain tape cells. 
We now informally describe a Turing machine which recognizes L. 
(1) The tape cells with numbers j,  j ~ 0(m) are marked on the second 
track. Hence on the second track k cells are marked, where r = k • m + s, 
0 ~ s < m. The Turing machine stores the integers s l ,  s~ ,..., s~+ 1 with 
s = s I @ s 2 @ ... @ s~+ 1E Z in its finite control. 
(2), (3), (4) are analogous to (2), (3), (4) of Theorem 3. In the third track, 
the appropriate cells are marked by AP(1), EP(1) ..... AP(n + 1), EP(n + 1), 
AX(1), EX(1),..., AX(n), EX(n). 
For (1) the Turing machine needs at most d 1 - r steps, d 1 constant. For (2) 
the Turing machine needs at most d e - r 2 steps, d 2 constant. For (3) the 
Turing machine needs at most d 3 "r steps, d, constant. Since (3) is passed 
through k times, the Turing machine needs for the k runs at most d a • r 2 
steps, d a constant. For (4) the Turing machine needs at most ds ' r  steps, 
d 5 constant. 
Hence the Turing machine is of time complexity Tl(r ) = dr 2, d > 0 
constant. 
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By Theorem 10.6 of Ullman and Hopcroft (1969) we can construct a 
deterministic one-tape Turing machine of time complexity T(r) = r 2, such 
that this Turing machine accepts L. 
THEOREM 6. There exists a language L 2 ~ ~(a  1 ,..., an, b 1 ,..., b~, Z), 
n ~ 2, such that L 2 is not recognized by any deterministic one-tape Turing 
machine of time complexity T(r), unless lim sup T(r)/r ~ ~ O. 
Proof. Let G 2 = (2n+ 1, {S}, {x,y), P2 ,S) ,  where P2 ={S-+uSv,  
S ~ u lSv l ,  S --~ ~} and tz2i(uv) = x a,,/~(UlVl) = ya,, (1 ~ i ~ n). 
Let 
wi( j l  ,..., J~) = x~'JlY %J2x~'~*..., Jl ~ O, j, > 1, 
(2 ~<i ~<l), l~>l .  
Let w 1 = w and w -1 be the reversal of w. 
Then 
L2  = L (G2)  = {Wl ( J l , ' " ,  Jz)~lw2(Jl ,.-., j~)b~ . . .  
The proof that Lz is not accepted by any deterministic one-tape Turing 
machine of time complexity T(r), unless lira sup T( r ) / r~  0 followsthe 
n-~ao 
lines of the proof of Theorem 10.7 of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) by the 
following remarks: 
(i) Each word w 6L 2 has a unique representation of the form 
wl(jl ,..., Jz) bl"'" w~(jl ,.-., j~)b% 
(ii) I f  $5'1 = U lU2 '  W2 = 731732 are words in L= with I wl [ = m ' hi ,  
I w~ I = m • ks ,  I u~ [ - -  l v~ ] ~ min(al "hi ,  al "k2) and U 1 ~z~ Vl ' then the 
crossing sequences between u1 and u 2 and v 1 and v~ must be different. 
(iii) There are 2"/~ words of length r in L2, r --~ m(0). 
We have shown that every language L ~ ~V(a 1 ..... a~ , b 1 .... , bn, Z) can 
be recognized by a deterministic one-tape Turing machine with two-way 
input tape of tape complexity L(r) : log r and by a deterministic one-tape 
Turing machine of time complexity T(r) ~ r ~ and that this time and tape 
complexity is minimal. Furthermore, both Turing machines use the same 
algorithm, which seems to be the best available for this problem. 
RECEIVED: December 9, 1970 
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